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FOREWORD

The Cyfenter 2 Development Partnership
(DP) is funded by the Welsh Assembly
Government and the Equal stream of the
European Social Fund to inform and
develop inclusive policies and practises
within mainstream enterprise support.
As part of the Equal initiative, the Cyfenter
2 DP has entered into a TCA with three
Development partnerships from Sweden,
Portugal and Germany.
This TCA (which was formed in April 2005)
highlights all planned future transnational
activities including study visits, exchanges
and workshops. These future transnational
activities are intended to ensure that results
of innovative activities are shared at both a
national and European level to provide
added value for policy development.

The three agreed topic areas for discussion
were:
Post start business support / advisors /
initiatives
Existing financial support
Existing premises for assisting businesses

The Cyfenter 2 DP took great pleasure in
hosting the first E2 transnational
partnership workshop in Cardiff, Wales on
the 6th and 7th February 2006 and were
thrilled to welcome our three transnational
partners: Oeste Empreendedor from
Portugal, Exzept from Germany and Entrée
from Sweden to our Growth and
Sustainability workshop.
The topic areas for this transnational
workshop were identified and agreed upon
at the management team meeting in
Portugal in September 2005.

2

The above topics were agreed as they were
of particular interest to all DPs and are
especially relevant to the Under
Represented Groups that the Equal
initiative involves: Women, Ethnic Minority
Groups, Lone parents, disabled, 18 – 30
and over 50s.
The main aim of this workshop was to
highlight and exchange best practice from
each partner country as well as to
investigate ideas, share experiences from
the four transnational partners and to build
upon the already strong working
relationship of the E2 transnational
partnership.
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The workshop encompassed two days of
presentations and round table discussions
on the identified topic areas, a presentation
on Welsh culture change and
entrepreneurship culture within Wales,
study visits to two incubator initiatives (the
Market Place and @ Wales) and facilitated
meetings between domestic partners and
evaluations teams as well as a management
team meeting.

The three remaining workshops will be held
in each of the transnational countries and
will concentrate on the following topic
areas:
Germany May 2006
Sustaining entrepreneurial support
structures
Sweden November 2006
Mainstreaming in policy and practise

This diverse mixture of presentations and
discussions provided opportunity to all
delegates to network and discuss
experiences from their own countries as
well as learning from others.

Portugal April 2007
diverse entrepreneurship as a regional
development strategy.

Above all we felt that this particular
workshop was a great opportunity for the
development of the transnational
partnership in an open and friendly
environment to guarantee the future
growth and sustainability of the E2
transnational partnership.

We hope that all partners gained as much
as possible out of the two day workshop
and sincerely feel that this first workshop
was just the beginning of a strong working
relationship between the four countries
that will continue for the next 15 months.
The Cyfenter 2 DP looks forward to
attending and participating in future E2
transnational events.
The Cyfenter 2 Development Partnership
would like to take this opportunity to thank
all speakers, facilitators, participants and
organisers who actively participated in this
transnational workshop that made the first
E2 transnational workshop an immense
success.

3
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POST START SUPPORT PRESENTATION
AND ROUND TABLE DISCUSSIONS

VENTURE WALES
Mark Adams, Regional Manager of
Venture Wales
Venture Wales is a not for profit company,
founded in 1982 offering advice to new
start and existing businesses throughout
Wales. It is a pan-Wales organization with
eleven sites and has helped to start up
nearly 1000 new businesses in the last year.
Venture Wales offers a wide range of
business support services to SMEs and is
one of the mainstream deliverers of the
WAG business starts programme providing
support services to a range of clients from
sole traders, lifestyle businesses and growth
companies.
The presentation from Mark Adams,
Venture Wales concentrated on the journey
that a business might expect to take from
pre-start to post start and the services that
Venture Wales offer to businesses along
the way.

ALMI
Margita Edström, Managing Director of
AlMI
Margita described the services that ALMI’s
delivers and described how ALMI
stimulates new businesses and promotes
the development of competitive companies
– and to thereby create growth and
renewal in Swedish industry and
commerce. ALMI are oriented towards
4

innovators, new
entrepreneurs, as well
as small and medium
sized companies. The
combination of ALMI
services enables the
organisation to help
during the different
phases of a business –
right from the initial
concept through to
becoming a profitable company.
ALMI’s mission statement is to stimulate
growth and development for small to
medium sized companies and innovators.
ALMI offers financing and business
development consultation.
The delegation then took part in round
table discussions to address specific
questions, responses are as follows:
Should advisors hold a recognised
qualification? If so why? If not, why not?
Generally all countries felt that business
advisors should be qualified in some way,
not necessarily in Education but actually in
experience of starting or running a
business.
All countries did feel, however that a
standard for business advisors should be set
– for example train the trainer sessions etc
The German participants especially felt that
Inter-personal skills and coaching skills are
the key to good business support advice
and that qualifications may be useful to
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measure this, but these skills can be
measured in other ways.
Portugal felt that qualifications may be
useful in the business planning stage of
advice
In the UK it was felt that it was very
important for business advisors to have
experience of starting or running their own
business
All countries felt that Training wasn’t
necessarily as important as qualifications as
long as you have diverse staff in place to
meet the needs of all clients – including
under represented groups
They identified a need to communicate
with the different groups need to have
more qualifications to work with different
groups.

WALES
In Wales all business advisors are expected
to join the Institute of Business Advisors
and have an NVQ level 4 in Business
Advice and Counseling or at
least be working towards
these accreditations. It is also
considered desirable for
business support advisors to
have experience in either
setting up or running their
own business. It was also mentioned that
in Wales there is a diversity training course
that all new business start providers should
complete to ensure that they at least have
a good understanding of advising under
represented groups in Wales.

ALMI – SWEDEN
In Sweden it was recognised that there
were no qualifications required to become
a business advisor, however, the strength
with the business advisors is that they all
have different backgrounds so that they are
able to advise a number of under
represented groups.
All advisors within the region Östergötland,
Sweden are offered training from the
project Entrée. This includes awareness
raising on gender and skills training on
specific subjects. All advisors within
Sweden need to have knowledge of
diversity and each advisor receive 40 hours
of diversity training per year. It was noted
that Sweden spends a lot of time
evaluating projects to ensure that lessons
are learnt.

GERMANY
In Germany there are no qualifications
required to become a business advisor.
However as a result of the EXZEPT project
there is a certification body
(Bundesqualitätszirkel – www.bqz-ev.de)
for start up centres which certifies bodies in
a standardised procedure. A quality
handbook is equally available. Currently
business support centres in Munich,
Hamburg, Stuttgart and Offenbach are
certified. In addition since November 2005
Enigma Q-plus provides a additional
qualification to advice/coach self-employed
and small businesses. This programme –
which was elaborated in the framework of
the Equal project EXZEPT, consists of 5
modules, comprising 12, 5 training days in
a period of six month.
5
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What key skills/experience/knowledge
would you expect an advisor to have?
All countries felt that there were a lot of
skills that would be beneficial to have as a
business advisor, these skills are listed
below:

• Communication

• Empathy

• Sensitivity

• Sharing best practice

• Developmental skills • Listening skills
• Awareness of barriers for referral

6

Do any of the business advisors have any
training on disadvantaged groups such as
women, ethnic minority groups and
refugees (or migrants), disabled people,
lone parents, young people, over 50s? If
not, how would this be of benefit in your
country?
It was agreed throughout the four
countries that under represented groups
need a range of different support, for
example refugees have issues such as not
being able to set up a bank account so the
distance they have to travel before setting
up would be a lot longer than other
groups.
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It was agreed that advising a client was like
learning to drive “guide a client but do not
do it for them”

SWEDEN
In the region Östergötland, Sweden it is
highly valued to have a background or
experience from the business sector as a
business advisor. The business advisors
have a relative large amount of time for
training/skill training every year to improve
their skills to drive business forward. In
Sweden they are particularly keen on
promoting gender equality and diversity
training for all business advisors.

PORTUGAL
In Portugal, more concentration is given on
management and financial experience /
training rather than being trained on
diversity.

Accountants are used as mentors for large
companies not for small business: However,
there are young advisors for younger
people who wish to start their own
business. There are steps in Portugal to
develop business centres for under
represented groups.

WALES
Within Wales, business advisors tend to be
mature people, 25% of advisors are under
40. There is certainly an encouragement for
a diverse range of business support
advisors in Wales and it is also encouraged
for advisors to have previously run their
own business but it is not a requirement. It
is also thought to be important to match
advisors to clients.
It was also noted that every New Business
Start Provider within Wales is trained in
equality and diversity to ensure that they
are equipped to advise all under
represented groups.
7
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WORKSHOP 6th FEBRUARY - FINANCE

Chris David (Finance Wales) and Jochen
Bloss (KIZ) opened the finance discussion
with two presentations.

The delegation then took part in round
table discussions to address questions,
responses are as follows:

Overview of the presentations:

Are there any gaps in financial provision
for growing enterprises in your country –
if so what are they? What evidence is
there to substantiate this gap?

Finance Wales – Encouraging Welsh
Businesses to Succeed – Chris David
Finance Wales is a loan provider,
management support provider and venture
capital provider that targets SMEs and
communities in Wales. They aim to invest
£100 million and leverage a further £300
million to invest in 4,000 businesses,
safeguarding 10,000 jobs. They offer a
variety of different loans (business, micro,
succession funds and community) and a
number of programmes (mentoring,
support for professional advisors and Xenos
business angels), hence they work towards
providing a syndicated programme of
funding and support. For more information
please visit www.financewales.co.uk.

Jochen Bloss – KIZ (Germany)
KIZ is a business support provider who
works with individuals from certain underrepresented groups. They guide and
support 3,000 businesses a year and have
26 one-stop-shops in different cities in
Germany. KIZ supports the client through
all phases of start up (awareness raising,
business development and start) and
provides hand-holding in the business plan
process and loan applications to the GLS
bank. In addition to this they provide 10
hours of free financial management
coaching and monthly feedback to the
clients. For more information please visit
www.kiz.de.
8

• All countries mentioned regional
variations.
• All countries felt there was a need for a
link between finance and business
support providers.
• All countries suffer the “Benefits Trap”,
including savings and accumulation of
monies.
• All countries mentioned that underrepresented groups found it more
difficult to obtain finance.
• It was noted that Interest rates differ
significantly between countries
(Germany - 2%, Portugal - 12-13%)
• It was discussed that loans need to be
more flexible, e.g. related to business
performance, repayment holidays, etc
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PORTUGAL:

SWEDEN:

It was felt by Portuguese delegates that the
least accessible loans were those in the mid
range. They said that banks were more
likely to provide the larger loans and that
there are some micro loans (up to ?5,000)
available for small businesses from the
bank, at a reasonably low rate. The
Portuguese also mentioned that in Portugal
there were few Business Angels but that
venture capital was available via the banks
(recently) and businesses directly.

Swedish delegates felt that there was a
shortage of micro finance in Sweden. It
was however highlighted that loans for
innovation and technology were more
easily accessible and that there were
specific loans available for women and
young people. It was felt by Swedish
delegates that there was a limited number
of Business Angels and that the few that
were available and the banks have “too
great an expectation of how fast a business
will grow”.

GERMANY:
German delegates informed the group that
loans were difficult to come by in Germany.
They highlighted that only banks could
give loans and that the system was very
bureaucratic: involving multiple signatures
and a strict poor credit list. Individuals are
listed for up to 5 years if they have
problems in paying back a loan. Although
the federal bank KfW is offering a microcredit “micro 10”, these are de facto not
handed out by the regular banks as it is too
labour intensive in relation to the potential
return. Interestingly the KfW is not
providing numbers on the loans handed
out. The recently established DMI is
accrediting business start-up centres who
are providing loans via the GLS-Bank
(ethical bank). The Loans are secured by a
fond, which is currently financed by the
GLS. However, it the future the KfW could
also contribute to the loan securing fond.
To date the DMI has only provided 50
loans, however it is expected that this
number grows rapidly as more start-up
centres are accredited.

WALES:
Welsh delegates felt that there were still
gaps in under represented groups accessing
finance, although the micro loans from
Finance Wales are helping to alleviate this
problem. There was also discussion about
marrying up business support and finance
via Finance Wales’ partnership with pre
start support providers Potentia. Welsh
delegates also informed the transnational
partners of the Enterprise Rehearsal
Scheme, whereby individuals on benefits
can participate in test trading from 6-12
months and not risk losing their benefits.

9
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What role if any, should grant funding
have for growing enterprises?
• All countries felt that there may be a role
for grants, but that it needs to be
focused on development and innovation
and should be in the form of a one-off
payment that is asset-based.
• Once again regional variations were
highlighted.
• It was suggested that grants can prevent
people from becoming more business
focused.
• All countries felt that retaining benefits
whilst developing business can be a
valuable form of grant.

PORTUGAL:
Portuguese delegates felt that grants are
only given to those who were previously
unemployed although it was mentioned
that the EU gives funds to small
companies. The Portuguese delegates also
mentioned that there were grants available
for employing disabled people.

GERMANY:
German delegates informed the group that
grants are only available for unemployed
(Ich-AG-Zuschuss, Überbrückungsgeld) for
a maximum of 3 years. It was also
discussed that in Germany there is funding
for taking on long-term unemployed
people. The federal labour agency pays up
to 50% of wages for a year.

SWEDEN:
Swedish delegates felt that grants are
generally more likely to be offered to
innovations, product development in a
sustainable way and high – tech business in
incubators. A lot of funding in Sweden
instead is targeted towards free business
advise.
“there are almost no grant funding in
Sweden and only high tech businesses in
incubators get grants”.

10
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WALES:

PORTUGAL:

It was discussed by Welsh delegates that
certain grants and loans do not focus on
retail but it was highlighted that a variety
of grants were available and are reasonably
well structured. Welsh delegates also
discussed the spin out programme that
offers a comprehensive start-up package to
academics, graduates and postgraduates
encourages them to develop their skills and
ideas in a commercial environment. The
Included in the range of support available
is "seed-corn" funding in the form of
unsecured effectively interest free loans of
up to £25,000.

The Portuguese delegates felt that
economic information was difficult to
obtain because there was no central
information source on statistics about the
economy.

Are there any pieces of research in your
country that highlight finance as an issue
for disadvantaged groups? What are these
issues? What groups tend to have these
issues and why?

SWEDEN:
The Swedish delegates mentioned that
there is research undertaken by the Equal
Phase in Sweden regarding women and
immigrants.

WALES:
It was discussed that Wales has Cyfenter
2005 “Access to Finance” which
exclusively discusses this area and
Newidium 2001 “ENTREPRENEURS IN
WALES: BASELINE SETTING RESEARCH”
and Beaufort 2005 “Business Start-ups in
Wales: Phase II Baseline Research” which
touch on this issue.
11
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSIONS ON PREMISES AND
INCUBATORS, 6TH FEBRUARY 2006, WMC

After the presentations the delegates were
asked to discuss the following three
questions;

The third discussion area was on premises
and incubators. Two presentations were
given by Welsh and Portuguese Partners;

Presentation 1
David Russ (Managing Director), Newport
and Gwent Enterprise, Wales on Ngb2b
Local Chamber of Commerce in Newport.
David described what services Ngb2b offer
to people in business and how incubation
works. He discussed the different forms of
incubation which included; “virtual
working”, “hot-desking” and “managed
space”. The benefits of The Market Place
were also highlighted as a good practice
model.

Presentation 2
Luis Duarte (Portuguese transnational Coordinator) Oeste Empreendedor.
Luis described how Oeste Empreendedor
aims to encourage the creation of SME’s.
The main activities of the project are to
create “Initiative Clubs” that promote an
entrepreneurial culture and support
entrepreneurial training and advising
initiatives. The project is also developing a
regional network of entrepreneurial sites or
incubator structures.

12

Q1. What should the balance be between
Premier Business Parks on major transport
highways, strategic sites close to large
population centres, city/town centre
services and local small industrial estates?

Portugal
Some Portuguese delegates discussed how
important it is for the local economy to
have premises close to educational
establishments. However, it was identified
that “premises are generally on big
business parks which give businesses
greater credibility, even if they are on the
waiting list they are respected more and
increase their sales as a result. The
business park itself becomes a ‘brand’ to
be used”. ICT parks are also common as
well as technology centres.

Sweden
The Swedish delegates identified a need to
subsidise business units and possibly reduce
the size of some units to create more of
them. In Sweden the incubators appear to
be more for hi-tech businesses with
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business parks near universities. It was
identified that they need more incubator
assisted premises for other businesses. It
was noted that there is a small fee for the
use of some business incubators. A Swedish
delegate pointed out the benefits of having
a business advisor on hand, “There are a
lot of business advisors in incubators that
are publicly funded. This really works and
there is a good success rate”.

Germany
From the German perspective there appear
to be a substantial number of expensive
premises available in their country. Cheap
premises are however scarce. Also there are
a considerable number of incubators linked
to universities and high-tech research
institutes. The picture for founders from
disadvantaged groups is different.
Incubators are rare and focus on a specific
groups. Hot-desking was identified by
some German delegates as an alternative
to premises.

Wales
In Wales we have around three Premier
Business Parks, as well as incubator
premises based close to universities, there
are a number of business incubators based
in town centres such as The Market Place.
Q2. Is there any evidence that the public
sector should invest in special category
sites designated for particular business
sectors?
General Comments from all countries
• There were some split opinions on this
question. Does too much of one business

in one place stifle networking?
Alternatively, all facilities together may
mean smaller businesses can profit from
economies of scale
• Need to have the demand to justify
public sector involvement
• Public funding may mean only certain
types of business can occupy buildings
this can lead to unoccupied sites. If there
are only certain types of businesses then
it can restrict usage.

Portugal
It was noted that Portugal has invested
highly in the textile sector. There was a
comment made by a Portuguese delegate
that all Partner countries “should think
ahead and we need real forward planning
to prevent loss of sectors to China and
India”.

Germany
In East Germany there are a lot of out of
town premises. The west and east of
Germany are still very different. Overall,
Germany has a good mix of major
companies or multinationals surrounded by
smaller companies. However, it was said
that smaller businesses are not really
catered for when providing premises.
Recognising that most graduates in the
creative industry become self-employed,
the city of Offenbach has reconverted an
industrial sight as part of its growth
strategy into a centre for the creative
industry. The reconverted building is
composed partly of living space for
students, teaching areas for the school of
13
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design, a music school, a start-up support
centre as well as office space for young
entrepreneurs.

Wales
In Wales there are mainly sector driven
incubators and premises. These are often
heavily linked to universities and are known
as technium. Overall, Wales has sector
specific land and property available for
mainly high growth sectors such as
Aerospace, Bioscience, Technology and
Financial and Business Services Sector.
There are very few specifically focusing on
smaller companies.
Q3. How accessible are business premises
in your country for disadvantaged groups?

14

(Accessible in terms of crèche facilities,
access to buildings e.g. ramps, car
parking, signage, accessible in terms of
transport links, are the premises suitable
for the types of businesses there are?)
General comments from all countries
• “The location of a business depends on
what type of business it is. For example,
service sector industries need to be
appropriately placed”
• “There is a need to clearly promote the
business case for private business to
push the point of accessible premises to
encourage inclusively”
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• Overall, all Partner countries noted that
there is not enough crèche facilities and
this was a big problem for certain groups
in business.
• It was noted that making premises
accessible is really costly for people with
business premises and this can hinder
some businesses.

Portugal
Some of the Portuguese delegates
suggested “hot desking” as a way of
overcoming incubators that reach their
full capacity. There was agreement that
there should be a mixture of public and

private sector support.

Sweden
Swedish delegates highlighted some good
practice in their country on female only
incubation. It was described as “A women
only house for entrepreneurs (NOT
INCUBATOR) based in Norrköping,
Sweden targeted at women starters. It is
an easy in/out process with a female
friendly design. It is easily accessible by
public transport with a bus every 7-10
minutes. All types of businesses are
located there and it is in an area with a
high level of social problems”.
15
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A number of Swedish delegates believe
that support for businesses onsite especially
for under-represented groups would help
provide an accessible service.

Wales
The Welsh delegates discussed how there
are very few crèches driven by the market
sector. There are also very few incubators
with crèche facilities. It was noted how
difficult it is with crèches as people tend to
leave children with members of their family
so traditionally the take-up has been low. It
was further highlighted that there is a need
to ensure good public transport links to
businesses parks. Further accessibility issues
were addressed such as legal requirements
on business premises including
environmental legislation, Health & Safety
and access for disabled people for example,
lifts and hearing loops etc. Public sector
support which is accessible for all groups
was given high importance.
Additional comments made about
business incubation:
• “Incubators in Portugal are in
Association. They are a combination of
private funds and for universities public
funds”
• “In Germany there are a lack of
incubation units and a big demand for
them. This is because there is a
tendency for occupiers to stay too long.
The Private sector offer incubator units
but when the businesses enter the unit

16

they grow and are reluctant to move so
they take on another unit. This is a safe
income for property management but it
takes up space for potential young
businesses”

Appendix
It must be noted that there is no one
definition of “business incubation” within
Wales and universally. As a result, there
was initially some confusion about what
defined a business incubator. For example,
some Portuguese delegates were unaware
these existed in their country although they
actually do.
The definition that was used on the day
was based on the UK Business Incubation
definition;
“Business Incubation is a unique and
highly flexible combination of business
development processes, infrastructure and
people, designed to nurture and grow new
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and small businesses by supporting them
through the early stages of development
and change".
(UKBI, 2004, www.ukbi.co.uk)
In contrast, premises were identified as
“unsupported premises”.

More information on incubators across all
four countries can be found in the
Benchmarking of Business Incubators
Report 2002 conducted by the European
Commission and Enterprise Directorate
General.
(http://europa.eu.int/comm/enterprise/ent
repreneurship/support_measures/incubator
s/)

17
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CULTURE PROJECT PRESENTATION – 7TH FEBRUARY

During the morning of the 7th,
approximately 30 of the E2 transnational
partners from Portugal, Sweden and
Germany attended the Hilton, Cardiff for a
presentation on creating cultural change by
Carys Roberts, the Culture Project Manager
from the Welsh Development Agency.
The presentation covered the Culture
project’s key objectives and the various
streams of the project including the
Dynamo Project; the Communications
Campaign and the Events Programme.

18

Overview of the presentation:
The project’s cultural change objectives
involve: raising awareness of
entrepreneurship; changing attitudes
towards entrepreneurship and removing
the obstacles to becoming an entrepreneur.
The ultimate aim being, to increase the
number of people that venture into starting
their own business, in addition to
encouraging people to grow their
businesses by providing motivation,
information and support. The key streams
of the culture project include:
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The Dynamo Project:
Project Dynamo is responsible for working
with educational institutions (schools,
colleges, etc). The project strives to get a
positive message of entrepreneurialism to
the youth of Wales by signposting to
support (such as BOS: pre-start support;
Graduating to Enterprise and the
Knowledge Exploitation Fund) and using
role models who provide motivational
presentations. The project also develops
multimedia and paper based teaching
resources for schools and colleges. For
more information on the Dynamo project
please visit www.projectdynamo.com.
The Communications Campaign:
This stream of the project aims to target a
wide range of people inspiring them to
consider the option of starting or growing

a business by trying to raise the profile of
entrepreneurship and promote it as a
lifestyle option. The team is involved in a
sustained marketing campaign using PR,
advertising, the web, TV and radio. The
project also undertakes extensive research
to understand the target audiences and
produces a range of publications (including
the “Stop Dreaming; Start Living” and
“Grow Your Own Business” books) to
meet their needs.
The project has also led to the
development of the national procurement
website – www.sell2wales.co.uk a
partnership with the National Assembly’s
Procurement initiative team to help Welsh
companies win business through public
sector procurement.

19
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The Events Programme:
The events team is responsible for
organising tours of the “Pod” which
provides an interactive journey for
individuals to explore the ideas of
entrepreneurship. There are also a series of
Biz Clinics (run as a spin off from the
communications campaign) that provide
the opportunity for clients to seek help for
the first time and meet business support
providers.
The groups were then asked to discuss very
briefly:

20

• What approach they had taken forward
to promote entrepreneurship in their own
respective countries?
• Delegates views on the approach taken
by Wales
Feedback from these discussions now as
follows:
• What approach they had taken forward
to promote entrepreneurship in their own
respective countries?
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It was felt by the transnational delegates
that Wales has a more integrated model of
creating cultural change than their
respective countries although small projects
existed in Portugal, Sweden and Germany.
For example Swedish delegates mentioned
that Sweden has a new innovative
programme to integrate entrepreneurship
into primary schools / secondary schools
and German delegates highlighted several
programmes for children that exist in
Germany, but clarified that the initiatives

were dependent on the mood and the
commitment of the teachers.
• Delegates views on the approach taken
by Wales
All Transnational partners were incredibly
impressed with Welsh investment into
communication with one of the German
delegates referring to the Culture project as
“The Rolls Royce of Communication”.

21
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THE MARKET PLACE

During the two day workshop in Wales, 43
delegates visited ‘The market place project’
which is managed by Newport and Gwent
Enterprise and funded by the Welsh
Development Agency.
The project provides two exciting
opportunities to test the market for a
business idea. Firstly, Enterprising Art
enables people to try and sell their Arts &
Crafts. Secondly, The Market Place
Business Centre provides incubator units
with supporting facilities to test trade a
business idea. Both offer a lower risk
environment with a great deal of support
along the way. The ‘Test Trading’
opportunity gives people the chance to
give it a go and decide if it’s right for them
before taking the plunge.
The Market Place is located within
Newport indoor market which is at the
heart of a thriving multi-cultural
community with its own unique,
cosmopolitan atmosphere. The Market has
always been at the centre of an
entrepreneurial culture, demonstrating
people working within their own
established business.
Delegates were able to participate in a tour
around the market to enable them to see
test traders using the Market Place business
centre and Enterprising Art facilities.
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Enterprising Art
The redevelopments of the market
complement and enhance the existing
building’s Victorian heritage and it’s a place
where businesses of a cultural nature can
take their first tentative steps into their
future by offering a test trading space
within the stalls. The newly designed
upper floor also boasts an exhibition and
events area. It is hoped the Market Place
concept will be a demonstration of the
entrepreneurial and cultural abilities of local
people, turning it into a lively, colourful,
‘Covent Garden’ style venue that will draw
people from the surrounding areas
therefore allowing businesses focusing on
the arts and crafts to access customers, as
well as business support information and
business advisors to help their business idea
grow and prosper.
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After being awarded a KEF scholarship and
obtaining help from Newport and Gwent
Enterprise she was able to become self
employed. Her business ‘Anastasia TaylorLind’ began in October last year.

One person who has had hands on
experience of Enterprising Art is Anastasia
Taylor-Lind who shared her experiences
with the group.
Anastasia works as an international
photographer specialising in women
guerrilla soldiers around the world. She
studied a BA in Documentary Photography
at the University of Wales, College,
Newport. Graduating 2 years ago she
started work as a lecturer teaching on the
course she had just completed.

The Market Place Business Centre
This facility provides opportunities for a
much wider base of business ideas. This
offering would enable the business idea to
be trialled before any major commitment is
made. The Market Place Business Centre
provides offices, meeting & conference
rooms, resource library and on hand
business support. This is available to
eligible participants with no costs initially
for a period of three months. The offices
enable like minded people to work
together whilst running totally independent
businesses. This support is described as a
mini-incubation enabling clients to test out
their markets in the same way as the arts &
crafts project ‘Enterprising Art’.
The location of both Enterprising Art and
The Market Place Business Centre have an
additional benefit in that, should the test
trade location work well it may be possible
to secure premises independently with
Newport City Council following the test
trading period.

Anastasia also works as an ‘arts mentor’ for
Enterprising Art. As she started this role she
was able to use their test trading scheme
and test trade her business for 3 months.
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STUDY VIST TO @WALES – 7TH FEBRUARY 2006

“The study visits were very profitable; we
are already re-thinking our project based
on what we saw there (in Wales)”
(Portugal)
The E2 Transnational Partnership visited the
@ Wales digital media initiative in Cardiff
Bay on the 7th February 2006. Included in
the delegation were representatives from
the transnational partner countries of
Wales, Portugal, Sweden and Germany, in
total there were 43 delegates present – the
largest visit to the @ Wales initiative to
date.
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This visit was the second and final visit of
the day to an incubator initiative in Wales.
This particular incubator provided a
contrast to the first incubator visit; this was
purposely done to ensure that all delegates
saw two very different incubators that
Wales has to offer.
Jeanette Dedemiar, Business Marketing
Manager of @ Wales, welcomed the
delegation to the @ Wales initiative and
explained the history of the incubator and
the particular businesses that were
supported through this initiative.
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Overview of the @Wales Digital Media
initiative:
The @ Wales Digital Media Initiative was
founded in January 2001 and is funded by
the Welsh Assembly Government and the
European Regional Development Fund, as
well as high profile industry partners. The
initiative provides digital media companies
with business incubation facilities,
technology infrastructure, networking
resources, strategic marketing
communications, mentoring and support
services to accelerate the growth of
promising early stage companies.
Three groups of delegates then proceeded
to tour the offices each with a member of
the @ Wales support staff and were given
in depth information about the initiative
including support that the businesses are
offered, access to the building and the
Touchdown Wales Programme that
supports inward investment companies for
three to six months.
Once the tours were completed all
delegates were given the chance to ask
questions to the support staff that had not
already been covered in the guided tours.

@Wales – located in the heart of one of
the UK’s largest digital media clusters – is
recognized throughout the world as a
leader in the development and
implementation of best practice business
acceleration whilst providing specialised
business development support for
innovative, high growth early stage
businesses and is a part of the incubation
chain strategy in Wales to promote the
growth of Small to Medium Enterprises.

Karen Latham, Business Development
Director, closed the visit by addressing the
entire group thanking them for their visit
and highlighting how important and
exciting transnational activities are to future
learning and exchange of best practice for
future policies and practises within
entrepreneurship.
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Since 2001, @Wales has provided support
to more than 500 SMEs throughout Wales
in various stages of development including
14 graduate companies; and its current inhouse portfolio of 12 companies.
The @Wales business incubation model is
based on the business development cluster
model which provides an in-house team
who is readily available to clients. In
addition, @Wales calls upon business
support expertise from its partner portfolio
and practitioners from across public and
private sector.
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@Wales practices a business development
cluster model of incubation which is based
on being supportive, selective and time
limited. Typically, indigenous companies
receive support between 9 and 24 months,
with the average of 12 months.
The six-person specialist team provides onsite mentorship and IT innovation, business
development and marketing support.
@Wales also developed and manages a
pan-Wales networking series calling upon
expertise from across the UK to discuss
issues and trends relevant to both the
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digital media sector and early stage
company development.
(www.networks@wales.com).
In addition, in-house and graduate clients
are provided with master classes and a
monthly in-house client networking series,
“Lunch & Learn”, which also provides the
opportunity for the @Wales management
team to update clients on relevant policies.

Inward investment companies are
supported via the “Touchdown Wales”
programme which provides a fast track
package of support for three to six months.
“The study visits were an excellent
example of what Wales has to offer in
terms of incubator units” (Wales)
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DELEGATES

WALES
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Delegate Name

Organisation

Marilia Angove

University Of Glamorgan

Gwyneth Stroud

Wales Management Council

Caryl Cresswell

University of Wales, Newport

Lesley Jones

Wales Co-op

Terry Mills

Prime Cymru

Jo Muscat

Consultus

Allen Maunders

Consultus

Tracey Jenkins

Cyfenter 2 DP

Cerris Dearsley-Hopkins

Cyfenter 2 DP

Ingrid Lewis

WDA

Iain Willox

WDA

Martin Moore

Disability Wales

Jennifer Colburn

Cyfenter 2 DP

Justine Rolfe

Cyfenter 2 DP

Carmel Barry

Marketplace

David Russ

Newport and Gwent Enterprise

Mark Adams

Venture Wales

Chris David

Finance Wales

Robin Lynn

Commission for Racial Equality

Akmal Hanuk

Ethnic Business Support Programme

Jayne Garland

Potentia

John Evans

WDA

Hazel Symonds

Cyfenter 2 DP
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GERMANY
Delegate Name

Organisation

Hajo Streitberger

Enigma

Thorsten Müller

Enigma

Simone Konig

Advisor for Job Centre

Petra Bünz

KIZ

Jochen Bloss

Project Coordinator KIZ

Dr. Bernd Curtius

Managing Director of EXZEPT GmbH

Stephani Prasch

Job centre - Advisor for Young People

Frank Mußmann

Hochschule für Gestaltung (Design School)

Ulrike Grünewald

Office for Knowledge Transfer

Friederike Stibane

Evaluator of the EXZEPT project

Konrad Fleckenstein

Junior Chamber of Commerce Offenbach

Anja Walter

Junior Chamber of Commerce

Sylvie Feindt

Managing Director SFC

SWEDEN
Delegate Name

Organisation

Eileen Connolly Bull

Qvinnovation

Bibbi Pettersson

Qvinnovation

Marie Ahlqvist

Qvinnovation

Margita Edström

ALMI

Lilian Carlsson

ALMI

Cornelia Ingemarsdotter

ALMI

Olga Krouchinskaia

IFS - Counselling for Ethnic Minority Entrepreneurs

Therese Danielsson

County Administrative Board

Helena Balthammar

County Administrative Board
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DELEGATES

SWEDEN (continued)
Delegate Name

Organisation

Madeleine Söderstedt

County Administrative Board

Helena Eriksson

Swedish Health Association

Kerstin Wennberg

Nutek

PORTUGAL
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Delegate Name

Organisation

Luis Duarte

Project Co-ordinator

Ana Costa

Cerci peniche

Henrique Fidalgo

Advisor for Aiding New Initiatives

Sergio Felix

General Secretary for AIRO

Sabrina Ribeiro

Administrant of AIRO

David Santos

Project Officer - ADRO

Telmo Faria

President of ADRO

Joao Figueiredo

Manager of Janela Digital

Hernani Miranda

President of ACIRO

Julio Coelho

Director of ESTM

Sonia Chaves

Product Manager at Janela Digital

Marina Dinis

Management Student
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CONTACTS

Sylvie Feindt
Exzept GmbH
Odenwaldring 38
63069 Offenbach
e-mail:feindt@skynet.be
Luis Duarte
Oeste Empreendedor
Cercipeniche
Rua de Joao de Matos Bilhau, s/n
P - 2520 – 453 – PENICHE Peniche
e-mail : luis.duarte@oesteempreendedor.net
Helena Balthammar
Entrée
Lansstyrelsen I Ostergotland
SE- 581 86 Linkoping
e-mail: helena.balthammar@e.lst.se
Cerris Dearsley-Hopkins
Cyfenter
Welsh Assembly Government
Plas Glyndwr
Kingsway
Cardiff
CF10 3AH
e-mail : cerris.dearsley-hopkins@wales.gsi.gov.uk
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PROGRAMME

Monday 6th February 2006
09:00

Arrive at Wales Millennium Centre, Cardiff for tea & coffee

09:30

Welcome to Wales & Introductions – Iain Willox

10:00

Post start business support / advisors / initiatives presentation
10:00 – 10:15 Mark Adams (Venture Wales)
10:15 – 10:30 ALMI Margita Edstrom ALMI & Lilian Carlsson
– Business Consultant and Team Leader

10:30

Round table discussion groups (groups of 10 max)

11:30

Feedback by discussion groups

11:45

Break

12:00

Existing financial support presentation
12:00 – 12:15 Chris David (Finance Wales)
12:15 – 12:30 Jochen Bloss Kiz Co-ordinator

12:30

Round table discussion groups (groups of 10 max)

13:30

Feedback from discussion groups

13:45

Lunch

14:30

Existing premises for assisting businesses
14:30 – 14:45 David Russ (Newport & Gwent Enterprise)
14:45 – 15:00 Luis Duarte (transnational Co-ordinator)
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15:00

Discussion groups

16:00

Feedback by discussion groups

16:15

Overview of day / objectives for tomorrow

16.30

Close with tea and coffee

17:00

Boat trip around Cardiff Bay
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Tuesday 7th February 2006
09.00

Management Team meeting
Rest of delegation

09:00

Dynamo presentation / discussion groups
This project works with Entrepreneurship in education
Entrepreneurial Culture presentation / discussion groups
Promoting an entrepreneurial culture in Wales

11:00

Study visits
Marketplace, Newport
@Wales, Cardiff Bay
Wales Management Council Meeting with Gwyneth Stroud,
Margita Edstrom & Marie Ahlquist
FREE TIME

19:00 – 22:00

Drinks Reception and meal at Cardiff Castle
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NOTES
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